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ABSTRACT
�e particularities of musical data and its multiple modalities make
original contributions possible in many core RecSys topics such as
content-based and hybrid recommendation, user modeling, inter-
faces, and context-aware and mobile recommendations. But more
urgently, the current revolution in the music industry represents
major opportunities and challenges for recommendation systems
in general. Recommendation systems are now central to music
streaming platforms, which are rapidly increasing in listenership
and becoming the top source of revenue for the music industry.
It is increasingly more common for a music listener to simply ac-
cess music than to purchase and own it in a personal collection.
In this scenario, recommendation calls no longer for a one-shot
recommendation for the purpose of a track or album purchase, but
for a recommendation of a listening experience, comprising a very
wide range of challenges, such as sequential recommendation, or
conversational and contextual recommendations. Recommendation
technologies now impact all actors in the rich and complex music
industry ecosystem (listeners, labels, music makers and producers,
concert halls, advertisers, etc.). To highlight these developments,
we focus on three use cases: automatic playlist generation, context-
aware music recommendation, and recommendation in the creative
process of music making.
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MOTIVATION
In the RecSys community, music is too o�en treated as “just an-
other item”. Yet, the particularities of music data and its multiple
modalities open many opportunities, e.g., to leverage content-based
audio features or to build comprehensive listener models that go
beyond simple user-item interactions. Furthermore, since it is now
increasingly more common for a music listener to simply stream
music rather than to purchase and own it, today�s music recom-
menders need to focus on recommending a listening experience. As
a consequence, Music Recommender Systems (MRS) [17] research
has to face a wide range of challenges, such as sequential recom-
mendation/automatic radio stationing, sound recommendation to
music producers, conversational and contextual recommendation
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(cf. Google Home, Siri, or Alexa), or even tasks such as recommend-
ing concerts to users or fans to artists.

While recommender systems in other domains, such as movies,
have already been extensively researched, the still underrepresented
topic of music recommendation is a highly important research area
for its particularities which require speci�c considerations beyond
application of constantly improving collaborative �ltering methods.
We argue that the music domain should receive increased a�ention
as it provides more diverse use cases than just the typical user-item
recommendation scenario that was at the core of previous tutorials
on music recommendation [5],

To this end, we focus on three use cases: automatic playlist gener-
ation, context-aware music recommendation, and recommendation
in the creative process of music making. We incorporate both aca-
demic and industrial points of view into the tutorial and echo some
of the research directions highlighted in the “Past, Present and
Future” session at RecSys 2016, in particular in [1, 3, 7, 13]. �e
tutorial is accompanied by a set of slides published online.1

1 BACKGROUND
Since the development of audio compression techniques and mobile
music players, the music industry has been in constant turmoil. �e
�rst decade of the 2000’s witnessed an explosion of music content
availability. �e overwhelming choices implied by having most of
the world’s music only a few clicks away did set the stage for the
birth of music recommendation technologies. �e last tutorial on
Music Recommendation at RecSys [5], held in 2011, highlighted the
progress at the time towards alleviating this issue.

More recently, we are witnessing a revolution in the very way
music is consumed. It is increasingly more common to access music
than to purchase and own it in a personal collection. Indeed, in
the US, the amount of music listening happening on streaming
platforms has dramatically increased in the last few years and is
now the top source of revenue for the music industry.

�is evolution represents major opportunities and challenges for
MRS technologies. Recommending music calls no more for a one-
shot recommendation for the purpose of a product purchase, but
instead for an “in�nite recommendation loop”, where what is recom-
mended is a listening experience and where the recommendation of
a speci�c item to a user never really ends. Further, recommendation
technologies can now impact a multitude of complementary use
cases, including all actors in the music production and consumption
chain. It is therefore in a unique position to contribute signi�cantly
to recommender systems research as a whole, as it touches many
core topics, e.g., user modeling, user interaction and interfaces, or
context-aware and mobile recommendations.

1h�p://www.cp.jku.at/tutorials/mrs recsys 2017
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2 IT’S ALL ABOUT THE USE CASE
�e current evolution of the music industry results in an explosion
of use cases for recommender systems, much beyond the traditional
item-to-user use case, cf. [13]. �is includes scenarios such as auto-
matic playlist/radio generation, context-aware recommendations,
and recommendations in the creative process, which we address in
more detail.

2.1 Playlist generation
�e task of playlist generation is a core recommendation task in
the music domain, with particular relevance for the industry. In
order to address this important task, we discuss the question of
what makes a good playlist? and highlight speci�cities in terms
of requirements and methods. �is comprises challenges of explo-
ration vs. exploitation and giving a playlist a focus, e.g., a genre,
(re)discovery, or newly released music, together with a discussion
of di�erent methods for playlist generation, e.g., curatorial, collabo-
rative �ltering, content-based, and/or personalized, and practical
aspects of evaluation (o�ine vs. A/B testing).

2.2 Context-aware music recommendation
Regarding the music recommendation task as dependent on the
context of the listener, we present examples and discuss method-
ology and evaluation strategies of context-aware MRS. �is is sup-
ported by a review of context categories, e.g., time, location, activity,
weather, and social context, and elaborated in a discussion on cul-
tural and regional speci�cities in which we summarize �ndings on
country-speci�c di�erences in music preferences and requirements
for MRS.

2.3 Recommendation in the creative processes
of music making

To highlight the role of recommendation in the process of music
making, we review recent and ongoing projects in this area, with
a focus on user-centric requirement identi�cation, theoretic fu-
ture systems, and user-centric evaluation strategies [2, 7, 10]. �is
comprises a rather traditional role of recommendation to facilitate
collaborations, presented through a real-world use case from an
online jam community, as well as more emerging scenarios origi-
nating from interviews with international music producers, o�en
di�ering in their requirements from consumer-based systems in
terms of a stronger need for serendipity, preservation of originality,
and systems embodying opposition, cf. [2, 3].

3 WHAT’S NEXT?
Beside a rich variety of other use cases, such as user-centric MRS
(e.g., emotion- and personality-aware), recommending fans to artists,
artists to labels, concert venues to performers, or tracks to listener
groups, we re�ect on social implications of music recommendation
growth, such as �lter bubble, ethics, and in�uence on popular cul-
ture, and on the challenges ahead from both academic and industry
perspectives.
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